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Introduction

Projecting a knot onto a plane - or, equivalently, looking at it through one eye -
one sees a more or less complicated plane curve with a number of crossings
('nodes'); viewing it from certain positions, some other more complicated
singularities appear. If one spends a little time experimenting, looking at the knot
from different points of view, then provided the knot is generic, one can convince
oneself that there is only a rather short list of essentially distinct local pictures
(singularities) - see Fig. 3 below. All singularities other than nodes are unstable: by
moving one's eye slightly, one can make them break up into nodes. For each typeX
the following two numbers can easily be determined experimentally:

1. the codimension in R3 of the set View(X) of centres of projection (viewpoints) for
which a singularity of type X appears, and

2. the maximum number of nodes n into which the singularity X splits when the
centre of projection is moved.

For example, one sees a first-order cusp (type (i) in Fig. 3) by looking at the curve
along one of its tangent lines at a point of non-vanishing torsion; so when X is a cusp,
View(X) is the tangent developable surface of the curve (minus the tangent lines at
torsion zero points), and has codimension 1. If one moves one's eye along a path
which crosses the tangent developable transversely, one sees the sequence of pictures
shown in Figure 1, and so in this case n = 1.

For the tacnode, (Fig. 3 (ii)), codim (View(X)) — 1 also, whereas n = 2: see Figure 2.
Let r be the number of branches of the curve involved in a singularity of type X;

so for the cusp r = 1, and for the tacnode r = 2. Our main result is:

THEOREM 1. Let G be a generic smooth embedded curve in U3. For each of the types X
of singularity of radial projection of C into a plane,

codim (View(X)) = n — r+l

with one exception: when X is a quadruple point,

codim (View(X)) — n — r.

One could prove Theorem 1 simply by enumerating the distinct types of singularity
of projection occurring for a generic curve and checking it for each one; but this
would not explain the equality, nor its failure in the case of the quadruple point.
Instead, it turns out that theorem 1 is really the trace over IR of a phenomenon of
complex singularity theory: the relation between the topological complexity of a
stable perturbation of an unstable singularity, as measured by the rank of the
vanishing homology of its image, and the codimension of the singularity — the
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Fig. 1. Deforming the cusp.

Fig. 2. Deforming the tacnode.

number of parameters necessary for a versal deformation. We prove an instance of
this, for parametrized curves, in Theorem 23. The (usually difficult) passage from
complex to real is here made possible by an old result of A'Campo and Gusein-Zade:
a real parametrised curve germ has a real deformation in which all of the complex
nodes are real.

Since Theorem 1 provides an unusually concrete example of the link between
codimension and vanishing homology, we have taken the opportunity of introducing
some of the basic concepts in an informal and expository way.

The author is grateful to the Cambridge Archimedeans for an invitation to speak
which led to the development of some of the ideas set out here, and to the referee and
editors of this journal for accepting the partially expository nature of this paper.

1. Codimension

1*1. Local views. Fig. 3 shows the distinct local views one expects to see of a
generically embedded curve in IR3 (besides a smooth branch and a node).

More technically, it was proved by J. M. S. David [4] that for a residual set of
embeddings G of the circle into IR3, every multi-germ of radial projection of C into a
plane is ^-equivalent to one of the germs whose image is shown in Fig. 3, and whose
parametrizations are given in Table 1. That is, local diffeomorphisms can be found
in the domain and the range, which transform the germ into one of those in the list.
Note that the local view (viii) represents an uncountable number of different #/-
equivalence classes, since the cross-ratio of the tangents at P to four smooth curves
meeting pairwise transversely at P is an ^-invariant.

Note that each picture in Fig. 3 is (topologically) conical: there is a point towards
which you can shrink the viewing field without qualitative change taking place in the
picture within it. That is, each picture is (homeomorphic to) a cone on its boundary.
This is not the case, for example, in the left-most of the three views shown in Fig. 2;
there what you see is not a cone on its boundary.

The notion of local view is closely related to the notion of the image of a germ. The
latter is only a set-germ, but it is natural to single out the class of good
representatives of such a set-germ: those which are homeomorphic to cones on their
boundaries. Any two such are of course homeomorphic to one another, and every
representative of an algebraic or analytic germ contains one; more precisely, for
every representative Z of an algebraic or analytic germ at a point P, there is a radius
e such that if 0 < e' ^ e, Z 0 Be. is homeomorphic to a cone on Z 0 8e, (where Se, = dB^)
[2]. For a generic curve C in M3, every multi-germ of radial projection of C into a
plane is finitely determined for .^-equivalence: there is some integer k such that
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Fig. 3. (i) Ordinary cusp; (ii) tacnode; (iii) triple point; (iv) ramphoidal cusp;
(v) cusp + smooth branch; (vi) tacnode + smooth branch; (vii) third-order tangency;
(viii) quadri-secant; (ix) third-order cusp; (x) fourth-order tangency; (xi) third-order
tangency + smooth branch.

Table 1. Quasi-homogeneous parametrizations of the germs shown in Fig. 3

(i)
(ii)

(iii)

(iv)
(v)

s^(s\s3)
s->-(s, s2)
t^(t,-t2)
s-»(s,O)
<->•(<), t)

w->(%,«)
S-^{S2,S5)
S-^-(S2,S3)

«-*(0,<)

(vi)

(vii)

(viii)

s^(s,s2)
t^(t,-t2)
u^{O,u)
s^(s,O)
t^(t,t3)
8^(8,0)
t^(O,t)
u^-(u,u)
v^(v,-v)

(ix)
(x)

(xi)

s-*(s2,*7)
8^(8,8*)

t^(t,O)
8^ (8,0)
t^(O,t)
u-+(u,u3)

every other germ with the same Taylor series up to degree k, is stf-equivalent to it
(cf. [4, 18]). In particular it is .^-equivalent to the germ denned by its Taylor
polynomial of degree k, so that its image is diffeomorphic to an algebraic set-germ.

Later in the paper we will make use of the fact that each of the germs in the list
is quasihomogeneous: each of its branches has a monomial parametrization, with
different branches having the same degree in each coordinate (though not necessarily
in different coordinates) with respect to some system of weighting of the variables.
In Table 1 we list such parametrizations.

1-2. The codimension of a local view. In this section we give a brief introduction to
some of the ideas needed in the proof of our main theorem. For a fuller discussion we
recommend [19]. Suppose k = R or C, and let / : kn, S->kp,0bea, smooth or complex
analytic germ, with S a finite set. From now on all germs (of vector fields,
diffeomorphisms, families of maps, etc.) will be smooth when k = (R and complex
analytic when k — C. We set

IX (/«)|«-o: ft is a germ of 1-parameter family with/0 = f\;[at J
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the elements of 6(f) are the infinitesimal deformations of/, and can be thought of as
'germs of vector fields along/' , since each point x in kn is assigned a vector tangent
to kP at f(x).

Similarly we set

it is the space of germs at S of vector fields on kn. Note that 6kn s and 6(f) are modules
over the ring &kns of germs at S of (smooth or complex analytic) functions on kn.

The ja^-codimension of/ is defined to be the dimension over k of the fc-vector space

where tf: Okn s^-6(f) is just composition on the left with the derivative dfoff, and
cjf: 6kv>0-*•#(/) is composition on the right with/.

If/j is an '^- t r ivia l ' family, in the sense that there exist 1-parameter families of
diffeomorphisms i/rt and (j>t (not necessarily fixing the origin), with 0O and ^ 0 both
identity maps, such that ft = xjrt o /o <j>t, then one calculates that

d ,„,

where £ and y are the vector fields

C = Jf(4>t)\t-o a n d ^ = ^(^e)|«-o-

Thus, tf(8kn,s) + (i)f(dkp,0) is the set of ^-trivial infinitesimal deformations of/. As
such, it is denoted TsiJ.

By a theorem of Martinet [11, XIV 11], the ,s/e-codimension of / i s the minimum
number of parameters necessary in an ^4e-versal unfolding of/ (i.e. a parametrized
family of mappings F which up to parametrized equivalence contains all possible
such families-see section 3 of [19]); it may also be thought of as the minimum
number of parameters necessary so that one can find a parametrized family of
mappings kn^-kv such that a singularity stf-equivalent to / should occur in it
transversely (and so unavoidably). The special case of Martinet's theorem in which
Tstfef — 6{f), and s o / is its own versal unfolding, was proved earlier, by J. Mather,
and gave the title to the second in his series of papers on singularity theory:
infinitesimal stability implies stability [12].

If/ and g are ^-equivalent then their ja^-codimensions are equal, so one can speak
of the ja^-codimension of a type of singularity.

The jj/-codimension of/ is the dimension of the vector space

(Here mkv 0 is the ideal in (9kv 0 consisting of all germs whose value at 0 is 0, and m,kn s

is the ideal in &kn>s consisting of all germs whose value at each point of S is 0.) The
j3?-codimension of/ is the codimension of the ,s/-orbit of/ in the vector space of all
germs kn, #-> kp, 0. For having multiplied the various modules by mkp 0 or mkn s, we
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are considering only the derivatives with respect to t of 1-parameter families which
send 0 to 0; and the calculation referred to above in the discussion on infinitesimal
deformations (with the diffeomorphisms (j>t and i/rt now fixing the origin) shows that
the denominator is the tangent space at / to its jsZ-orbit. If we reduce modulo
(mkn s ) m , and thus replace mkn S6(f) by the finite-dimensional manifold rJ

l(n,p)
(which can be thought of as the set of r-tuples of polynomial maps kn -»• kv of degree
< I), then the action of si on mkn S6(f) gives rise to the action of an algebraic group
si(V) on rJ

l(n,p). Moreover, if the germ/is Z-determined, then an easy modification
of the preceding discussion shows that the codimension of its ^(! )-orbit in rJ

l(n,p)
is equal its j^-codimension.

For a curve C ^ U3, let View(X) denote the set of points in IR3 from which one can
see a singularity of type X.

The following statement is well known; similar statements underlie most of the
geometrical applications of singularity theory.

1.2.1. PROPOSITION . Let C be a generic curve, and X any one of the types of singularity
of projection occurring for C. Then the s/e-codimension of X is equal to the codimension
in [R3 of View(X), unless X is a quadruple point, in which case the codimension of
View(X) is one less than the j^-codimension of a germ of type X.

Proof. Let p: G x U3 -> H be the family of radial projections of C to a fixed plane H,
from centres in U3. For a given centre qeU3, we denote the projection C^-H from
centre q by pg. For the proof of the proposition we use the family of jet extension
maps rj

kp: C(r) x [R3 -> rJ
k(C, H), where C(r) is the r-fold product of C with itself, minus

all the diagonals. Lists such as David's are obtained by proving a version of the
Thom transversality theorem for such families (see [4, theorem 1-1], or the
strengthened version [15, theorem 5-3]), and then stratifying rJ

k(C,H). Here, we take
strata of two classes:

(i) the sets ,Xk of fc-jets of singularities of type X, for each of the types in Figure
3, and

(ii) the strata of some stratification of the complement of the union of the strata
of the first class.

One shows easily (cf. [4]) that all strata in the second class are of codimension
greater than r + 3, so, by the transversality theorem, for a residual set of curves C
(the ' generic curves' of the statement of the proposition) only the strata of the first
list may be met, and these transversely.

Now suppose X is a single <s/-class; then for a sufficiently high k (greater than or
equal to the determinacy degree of X) the codimension in rJ

k(C,H) of ,Xk is equal
to the <c/-codimension of X, so by transversality, the codimension of ( j V ) 1 (r^*)
in C(r> x U3 is equal to the ^/-codimension of X.

Let n: C(r) x IR3 -»• IR3 be projection. Then View(X) = n^fp)'1 (rXk)), and n induces
a smooth locally trivial fibration of (Tjkp)~l (fXk) over View(X). The projection
C(r) x IR3 ->• C(T) identifies the fibre of (rfp)'1 (rXk) over qeU3 with the set of points in
C(r) at which one sees X when looking from q; in other words, it is the union of
'isosingular loci' of the corresponding terms of pg. The dimension of this locus is
exactly equal to the difference between the j^-codimension of X and its ja/e-codimen-
sion ([19, 4.5.2]); hence the codimension of View(X) is equal to j^-codimension (X).

In the case of the quadruple point, X is the union of uncountably many ^-classes,
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since the <s/-class varies with the cross-ratio. Hence the codimension of rX
k is one less

than the j^-codimension of any germ of type X, and the codimension of View(X) is
equal to one less than the ^-codimension of any germ of type X. I

An important consequence of the transversality of rj
kp to the ,-X* is the fact that

each of the singularities for which ,-X* is a single stf- class is versally unfolded by
varying the centre of projection, whenever it occurs as a singularity of a projection
of a generic curve G. That is, by moving one's eye one can see, up to a parameterized
diffeomorphism, all possible perturbations of each of the local views of the curve,
except in the case of the quadruple point. Each quadruple point is visible only from
points on the quadrisecant of the curve which gives rise to it; but moving the eye
along this line does not alter the cross-ratio of the tangents to the four branches of
the projected curve. Hence, the quadruple point is not unfolded versally.

2. Vanishing Topology

2-1. If a map-germ kn, 0 -> kp, 0 is not stable, one can perturb it by an arbitrarily
small amount so that it becomes stable, at least if the pair (n,p) is in Mather's range
of 'nice dimensions' ([13]). That is, it is possible to find a germ of 1-parameter
unfolding F(x, t) = (ft(x), t) such that for t =)= 0, ft is stable. Now suppose / has finite
^-codimension; then the instability (in the image) is confined to 0. By taking a
suitable representative of such an unfolding F, it is then possible to construct a stable
perturbation ft: Ut^kp of/, where Ut is a contractible neighbourhood of 0, which is
independent (up to topological right—left equivalence) of t (except for its sign, when
Ar = IR) and of the choice of (good) representative of F. If k = C, the topology of the
stable perturbation is independent even of the choice of unfolding F; when k = IR,
there are only a finite number of distinct topological types of stable perturbation. A
general description of this construction is available in [10]; it is strictly analogous to
the construction of Milnor fibre of an isolated singularity of complete intersection.
The central idea is that once we have chosen e > 0 such that within the e-ball Be f
is unstable only at 0, then when we perturb / by a small amount, changes only take
place deep in the interior of Be. So long as we perturb / so little that nothing
significant crosses the boundary, then what we obtain in the interior depends only on
the original germ of/.

In the case of a parametrized curve singularity / the situation is extremely
straightforward; choose e > 0 such that / is transverse to the sphere Se, if 0 < e' ̂  e;
then perturb / so that it becomes stable — so that the only singularities in the image
are nodes. However, perturb it so little that in the process of doing so no nodes cross
the boundary Se.

What is interesting about stable perturbations is that whereas the image of/
intersected with Be is contractible, the intersection with Be of the image of a stable
perturbation is not. From the topology of the latter (the 'vanishing topology
of/') we obtain some of the most important invariants associated to a map-germ
C", S^Cn+1, 0.

PROPOSITION 2-1 ([16]). Letf: Cn,S^Cn+1,0 have finite codimension, and suppose
that (n, n+l) are nice dimensions (which means that n < 15). Then the image of a
stable perturbation of/ has the homotopy type of a wedge of %-spheres.
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The number of these n-spheres is therefore an ̂ -invariant of/; it is called the
image Milnor number of/ and denoted by fij(f).

In the case where n = 1, fij(f) is determined by the number of branches r of the
curve and the number 8 of nodes appearing in a stable perturbation:

LEMMA 2-2. /*7(/) = S-r+ 1.

Proof. The image Xt of the stable perturbation ft is obtained from its domain Ut,
which consists of the disjoint union of a number of contractible open sets, by
identifying those pairs of points which have the same image. So

t) = X(Ut)-S=r-S.

On the other hand rank(^?0(Xt)) = 1 and rank^^Xj)) =/*/(/), so it follows that
I

We note for future reference that 8 can be calculated in many different ways. For
example, Milnor showed in [14, Theorem 10-5] that if the image of the map-germ/
has defining equation g e Oci 0, then the Milnor number fi = dimc &ci O/Jg ofg is related
to 8 by the formula /i = 2S—r+l. Here Jg is the Jacobian ideal of g, Jg =
(dg/dx1, dg/dx2). Moreover, we shall see that i f / is real (so that the restriction of/ to
IF5 maps IR into IR2), then 8 is equal to the maximal number n of real nodes which
appear in a real deformation of/.

From all of this it follows that to prove the equality of Theorem 1 we must
determine the relation between fij and J3^-codimension. We prove:

THEOREM 2-3. Let f: C,<S->C2, 0 be 1 — 1 outside S. Then fij(f) ^ j4~c°cliniension
(/), with equality if and only if/ is quasihomogeneous.

Before proving 2-3, we note that there are a number of closely analogous results in
various areas of singularity theory, cf. [6], [9], [8], [5], [3], [16]. They constitute one
of its most striking and intriguing aspects, especially since the existing proofs are
rather disparate. In [8] a version of theorem 2-3 for germs of maps C2,S->C3,0 is
proved; in [16] another proof is given, and it is conjectured that the corresponding
result holds for all n with (n, n +1) in the nice dimensions.

Proof of 2-3. We give the proof first for the case where S consists of the single point
0. It makes use of the same idea as the proof of the corresponding result in [16]. Let
X be the image of/, suppose that it has denning equation g, and let (9X 0 = &C',o/(9)
be the ring of germs of analytic functions on X. Consider the diagram

w
</(0c,o) + w/(0c*,o)

1(0 O O
0 _ > ^ » ^ _ | * _ | ,0.

Here C is the conductor ideal, {re&x: rge&x 0 for all ge(9c 0}. The second and third
modules in the (exact) row are finite dimensional over C, for Jg contains a power of
the maximal ideal (since g has isolated singularity at 0).
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The morphism

is an evaluation map: we evaluate the vector field a = Y,at d/dXt e 6(f) on the denning
equation g of the image of/, obtaining J^a^dg/dX^ofeJg&QQ, and then take its class
in the quotient Jg <9C „/Jg &xo- This passes to the quotient of 6(f) by tf(dc 0) + ojf(6C2 0):
if a€tf(6c 0) then it is everywhere tangent to X, and hence a.g = 0, while if
aeojf(8C2 0) then a.geJg &Xi0. Hence ev is well-defined. It is obviously surjective, but
unfortunately is not 1 — 1: the kernel consists precisely of the (isomorphism classes
of) infinitesimal deformations of/ which do not deform the image X. Their existence
is a quirk of the 1-dimensional case; for map-germs C",0->CB+1,0 with n > 1, ev is
an isomorphism [16]. More precisely, elements of the kernel are represented by
analytic vector fields a along / which are tangent to the image, and are thus
meromorphic multiplies of tf(d/dt). Now tf(rrd/dt) = (rj^rj^edif) (i.e. is
analytic) provided r < min{ord0(/1),ord0(/2)}; on the other hand if r ̂  0 then of
course tf(t~rd/dt)etf(dc 0). So Ker(ev) ^ ^co/il'iJ'z) a s complex vector space.

Because ev is onto, with kernel ^coA/i'-Ah w e conclude that

<0£-codimension(/) = dimc(Js©CiO/J,^|O) + dimc^ i O / ( / ; , /^) . (1)

Having related the «2/e-normal space of/to one of the three modules in the short exact
sequence above, we now interpret the remaining two: beginning with the third,
C/Jg&c,o> w e no*e that, amazingly, it is isomorphic to Ker(ew). As an ideal of &c 0, C
is of course principal, and it turns out that as generator we can take either

{(dg/dX1)oj)/(dfJdt) or {{dg/dXz)of)/{dfJdt)

(a more general statement, replacing dfjdt by the appropriate minor of the matrix
of df, holds true for maps Cn,0->-C"+1,0; see [16], 2-1.) It follows that multiplication
by (dg/dXJ/idfJdt) induces an isomorphism <5c,o/(/i>/2) — C/Jg®c,o- We remark
that in the case where/: C, 0 ->• C2,0 is quasihomogeneous, given by f(t) = (tp, tg) with
p and q co-prime, the fact that C = ((dg/dXt) of)/(df}/dt) can be checked by an easy
direct calculation, taking g(xvx2) =Xf—X%. In particular, C = (tr°), where r0 =
min{r: t*ef~\Qx) for all s ̂  r} = (p-l)(q-l).

By exactness of the horizontal sequence,

t g XiO) = 0 ;

by (1) it follows from what we have just shown that

j2^-codimension(/) = dimc(C/Jff (9X 0). (2)

To complete the proof we must therefore relate dimc(C/ Jg &x 0) to the image Milnor
number /ij(f). Let C be the preimage of C in &ci 0 with respect to the quotient
projection ©C!,O^"^A:,O- Then it is known that dimc(&ci a/C) = £(cf. [17], 36). Because
fi = 25—r+ 1 we have

dimc(C/Jg) = dimc(0c.iO/J,,)-dimc(0c.jO/<7) = S-r+l =/ij(f).

Now C/Jg0x 0 = C/Jg + (g), and so dimc(C/Jg (9X O) < fiIt with equality if and only if
g- If g is quasihomogeneous then trivially gsJg; the converse (modulo a change
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of coordinates) is a well-known theorem of Kyogi Saito[18]. Now the quasi-
homogeneity of/ means just that it is equivariant with respect to good C*-actions
on source and target; if this is the case then clearly the image of/ is preserved by the
target C*-action, and it follows that we can pick a quasihomogeneous denning
equation for it. Conversely if g is quasihomogeneous then we can lift the C*-action
to one on the domain of/ (see e.g. [5, theorem 1-8] for an analogous proof); / is then
quasihomogeneous.

This completes the proof for the case where \S\ = 1. In the general case, where S
consists of a (finite) number of points, 6(f) is a direct sum of modules corresponding
to the distinct members of S, as is 6C s , and tf: Oc,s->Q{f) is the direct sum of the tft.
The argument then runs essentially as before.

3. From complex to real: proof of Theorem 1

A map-germ/: [R",$-»iRJ',0 of finite codimension may have several topologically
distinct stable perturbations; this is particularly evident in the case of projections of
space curves. The set of points from which one can see an unstable local view is a
surface; from each component of its complement one sees a different stable view of
the curve. In general one does not expect the topology of a complex stable
perturbation to be visible over U; but in the case of curves, it was proved by Gussein-
Zade[7] and A'Campofl] that if/: C,$-^C2,0 is real then there exists a real stable
perturbation of/all of whose nodes are located in IR2. Call the restriction to IR of such
a stable perturbation a good real perturbation. Since good real perturbations exist,
they can be found in versal unfoldings, and so we conclude (from Lemma 2-2 and the
last paragraph of subsection 12) that for a generic curve C in IR3, the maximum
number n of nodes we see emerging from any singularity X of projection is given by

n =

This holds even for the quadruple point, by inspection. Now, each of the types X of
singularity of projection of a generic space curve is quasihomogeneous, and so by
Theorem 23

n = j4-c°cumensi°n(.X) + r — 1.

Finally, for all except the quadruple point, we have

j^-codimension(X) = co&\men$ion(View(X)),

whereas for the quadruple point

j^-codimension(X)—1 = codimension(Fiew(X))

and this completes the proof. I
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